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Cautions

Please read it carefully to ensure correct usage and user’s safety through understanding

of the product.

① Use only components provided or approved by BT Inc.

②  Do not use the product for other purposes described in the manual.

③   If you disassemble or modify the product without any permission by BT Inc, you cannot get

      the warranty. Also, making imitated or altered products for commercial purposes are prohibited

      by law.

④  Keep the product away from water and moisture.

⑤  Do not keep the product near hot or cold environments as possible. Deterioration of

     product or internal damage may occur by the extreme weather conditions

⑥   Never clean the product with chemicals such as solvent, benzene or thinner as these may

     cause fire ignition or the surface deterioration.

⑦   BT Inc. can change or adjust the product specification without any notice in order to improve

      the product.



Components

Adult torso model

※ Etc. - Storage bag, User manual

Pedestal 
for semi-sitting 
position

Fixing bolts 
for Semi-setting 
position

Injector connector 
for endotracheal suction

Draining 
connector

Water inlet

FunnelDraining tube Injector 
for endotracheal suction
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Installation

※ When install the tube feeding training model, 
    be sure to lock the valve of draining tube before injecting water.
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Put the manikin in a supine position,

lock the valve of the draining tube and insert it into the draining connector of manikin. 

Insert the injector for endotracheal suction to the connector 

and open the valve of water inlet on the abdomen.

Open the water inlet valve, insert the funnel and fill it with 300cc ~ 350cc of water.
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Installation

<Changing position>

<How to change the Semi-sitting position>

Supine position Sitting positionSemi-sitting position (21°~45°)
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Loosen and remove bolts at the top, adjust the pedestal to the angle.
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Functions

<Tube feeding>

※ When practicing tube feeding, be sure to open the valve of draining tube.
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1°When practicing tube feeding, set the manikin to sitting or semi-sitting position 

and practice according to the way of inserting the catheter.

When injecting nutrition after inserting a catheter, 

inject nutrition after open the valve of darining tube.



Functions

<Tracheostomy care / Endotracheal suction>

Practicing tracheostomy care is possible. 

Please do the training after injecting artificial saliva of 20~30cc with a injector for endotracheal suction.

When practicing gastrostomy tube care or PEG care, remove the chest skin and rib part of manikin, 

insert a gastrostomy tube by opening the cap of stomach, seal the skin and procee the training.

<Gastrostomy tube / PEG care>



Maintenance
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After training, put the manikin in a lateral position, 

drain the remaining nutrition fluid and remove the chest skin and rib part of manikin.

Separate the stomach, remove the face skin, and then separate the trachea.

Wash models in running water, wipe the surface with a dry cloth and dry it

After drying, assemble and store in reverse order.
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